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Making a flirt pole.  

 

Kennel or owner items kept and use with active working dogs (some 
especially questionable and frowned upon today – 2019. 

 

That’s  if you keeping and conditioning APBT working dogs) are not in 
the least as said to be – but if you own it ...  or an been using it ... you 
will be “stamped and sealed” as an animal abuser. 

 

Might be charged for cruelty to animals by “some” ... could make the 
“authorities” make you out to be a dog fighter – and then you have 
to prove the opposite -  I still love my APBT’s. 
 



 

Let’s take look and talk about what is “thought” to be dog fighting 
paraphernalia and what precisely the items are and then for what 
precisely these items are used if you are a dogman and keep APBT. 

 

Then as aids in exercising and conditioning the APBT as working dog 
and why these “paraphernalia" used does not make you or anyone 
else a dog fighter.  
 

Flirt pole lure size. 
 
Small medium and large flit poles depending on the dog size. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jW63yRSUTRg 
 
Making heavy duty flirt pole with 25mm PVC conduit 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzzcsrQCRT8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JTCOn2p-tk 
 

 
 
Pit Bull informational pages.  
by Diane Jessup. 
 
Hide/lure is attached to the pole rope and thus become a very 
common object used a "tug" for the dog.  
Dogs love the hide - they go crazy for hide or rabbit skin or empty 
plastic bottle.  
 



 

 

Here is a typical 
whip. .  

 

Construction: No need to try and buy a flirt 
pole - it is easy enough to build your own. 
You will need: 
A +- 1.8 m long whip, old fishing rod or 
semi flexible pipe +=- 28mm dia - from the 
hardware store.  
a strong rope +- 1.5m if making up a flirt 
pole 
For the lure / bait a piece of jute, burlap, a 
sock or a rabbit or other animal hide. 
Tie your lure / bait to the end of the whip or 
rope.  
Make sure you have no metal or other hard 
objects anywhere near where the dog will be 
biting.  

 

Here the rabbit skin bait/lure is 
tied to the end of the whip.  

 

 



  

Use: The flirt pole is excellent for tiring out your dog when 
you don't have a lot of time or space.  
Easy to take with whenever you travel with the dog.  
For a quick workout before you bed down for the night.  
A relatively small grass or dirt area + one flirt pole = one 
happy, tired dog.  
As part of a daily exercise program, the flirt pole lets the 
dog twist and turn and work on eye/mouth & bite 
coordination. 
Use common sense when working your dog not to injure 
the animal – a one or 2 km walk before flirting will set the 
dogs body up for the flirt work. 
Remember that dogs love to chase... don't swish the bait at 
the dog, but away from the dog.  
If your dog has no desire to chase, try a different bait.  
Also try - tying the dog up and having it watch other dogs. 
Or realize that your dog may have low prey drive and get 
over it; but don’t think that hitting the dog in a teasing 
manner, or flipping it in their face will make them want to 
chase or bite at it - it will have the opposite effect.  
Remember to always put your dog away wanting more.  
If you over do it, they will not be as thrilled to work it the 
next time.  
 
Repair: In order to be long and light, flirt poles are flimsy 
by nature.  
They are going to break.  
Replace any part will be cheap... You can reduce wear and 
tear on your flirt pole by primarily using it to keep the bait 
away from the dog - in other words, not as a tug-toy.  
When the dog catches the bait, go with the dog, and don't 
pull against them too much.  
When working puppies, obviously you can pull a bit, in 
fact you want to, but with adult dogs, you will soon snap 
the pole.  
One trick: keep the pole angled straight at the dog when 
they have the bait, don't play them like a fish.  



 


